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(Unified Web Security Service)

New standard for web security

F1Security's solution is built on the experience
of large-scale web security services.

Advanced All-In-One SECaaS to protect your website,
contains everything about web security that you are concerned about.

Analysis of malicious code distribution on 4 million websites per day.

Provides integrated protection against web hacking attacks, web shell infections, distribution of malware
via webs, and forgery of web pages with just one platform that can be centrally managed.

Vulnerability checking and treatment support 5 thousand websites per year.
Has a team of experts who can inspect and analyze large Web sites in real-time,

UWSS

and applied their know-how to the solutions and continue to upgrade.

Providing all four web security services above in a reasonable monthly rental on a cloud platform.
Present a comprehensive technical plan for protecting websites and web servers.
Castle

Detect and block
hacking attacks gainst
web applications in real
time.

How it works

Detector

Detect and take
measures against
webshell infection

Detect and respond
to forgery of web
pages

Detect and respond to
the distribution of
malicious code via the
web

Powered by F1
Machine Learning

Remote Scanning

- Web Forgery Detection Scanner
- Web Malware Detection System

provides solutions to the following three problems that all SMEs have in the world.
Our clients can get various web security services with one platform, simply operate, use it at a reasonable price.
Push

Market Status

Problem

Firewall

Solution

There are so many kinds of
security solutions

Make customer choice difficult and
increase system complexity

Packaging the Security Products
Needed for Web Security

Web security solutions
require specialized knowledge to use

Many companies do not have
Information security experts

Intuitive web-based UI user
experience in one platform

Many web security solutions
on the market, but not for SMEs

Security solution is too expensive
to majority of SMEs

Reasonable pricing with software
and cloud-based system

(F1-WebCastle)
(F1-WSFinder)

(F1-WebCastle)
(F1-WSFinder)

F1Security’s UWSS is easy to install and operate in cloud and legacy environments.
UWSS uses a web firewall(WebCastle) agent software to detect and block web hacking attacks and uses an AntiWebShell(WSFinder) agent software to detect and remove web shell. It also uses WMDS with remote scanning to
detect the spread of web malware. Web forgery detection uses the features of WMDS or WSFinder. You do not need
to change your network configuration to use UWSS.

Provides powerful web security solution
using our patented technology.

Web malware detection technology based on
artificial intelligence machine learning

Three-Type Pricing System (Monthly Subscription)

Applied about 30 kinds of patent technologies that we have about web

Customers can choose from three types of service menus(Basic, Pro, Premium), which vary in the number

security around the world.

of web servers, web security service features provided, and dedicated technical support.

continue to improve solutions and file patents in our own research and
development labs.

AI machine learning based predictive model
development technology

Countries in which our global partners belong

All our technologies and patents are used to further benefit our clients
and partners.
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